The research we fund will seek to address the areas of most need, to answer the most pressing questions, and to move the science in order to improve the survival rate as well as quality of life for people facing a lung cancer diagnosis – and ultimately, a cure for lung cancer. Lung cancer is not discriminatory - if you have lungs, you can get lung cancer. Lung cancer is still the deadliest of all cancers and receives the least amount of funding relative to its mortality rate.

Countless patients, caregivers, health professionals and family members have rallied to further lung cancer research. For many patients with lung cancer, assuring there will be a second and third line of treatment is a race against time.

The more research LCRF can fund, the more investigators given the opportunity to solve the riddles of lung cancer, the closer we are to converting what happens in the lab to real-life cures.

With your help, LCRF is looking to nearly triple our annual research investment.

Together, we will have funded more than $45 million in high-impact, breakthrough lung cancer research by the end of 2024.
How can you join LCRF in working towards a cure for lung cancer?

Make a **donation**

Every dollar makes a difference in the fight against lung cancer! Make an online gift, mail a check, give through a Donor-Advised Fund, make a gift of securities, a workplace contribution, or a bequest.

Share your **story**

Give others hope by sharing your experience. Everyone’s lung cancer journey is different, but so many of the challenges are the same. Your story could be what gives someone else the strength to carry on.

Join our **community**

Meet others who understand in a safe space to ask questions about lung cancer by joining our #TogetherSeparately Lung Cancer Community Group on Facebook.

Honor a loved one

If you’ve lost someone to lung cancer, honor their memory by creating a memorial fundraiser or purchasing a virtual plaque on our Memorial Wall.

Attend an **event**

Sign up to participate in an event. Create or join a team for a Free to Breathe Walk, or hold your own fundraiser. Attend a monthly #TogetherSeparately livestream talk, our Evening of Innovation gala, or one of our workshops.

Sponsor **LCRF**

Involves your company in supporting lung cancer research by underwriting a Free to Breathe Walk or forming a corporate fundraising team. Sponsor a workshop, grant presentation, or #TogetherSeparately webinar.

Start a **fundraiser**

Directly impact research by raising funds. Use our fundraising center to spread the word to your contacts, collect donations, and send thank yous. You can even start a Facebook fundraiser and ask your friends to support LCRF.

Be an **influencer**

Find LCRF on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, or LinkedIn, and re-post content. Invite your followers to share the vision of a world without lung cancer. Challenge them to join you in supporting life-saving lung cancer research.
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Want to learn more? Visit LCRF.org/GetInvolved or email us at info@LCRF.org.